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Shifts in U.S.Undergraduate
Population (from 1984 and 2009)

The Face of the Class of 2013

67%

increase of 56%

White

12% Hispanic/Latino

increase of 546%

10% Black
8% Asian/Native Hawaiian
		 Pacific Islander

increase of 240%

1% American Indian/
		Alaska Native

increase of 314%

2%	Two or more races

increase of 219%

By 2050, there will be more people of color (54.8%) than Whites (45.2%) in
the United States.
Most colleges and universities don’t collect information on philanthropic giving and other forms of
engagement among alumni of color. To maintain their funding levels, development offices must begin
to learn about the giving habits and traditions of their alumni of color.
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Ways to Engage Diverse
College Alumni

“All too often, traditions other than those
of the majority are ignored or overlooked.
The best way to become familiar with these
traditions is to ask alumni of color to tell
us about them.”
—Marybeth Gasman and Nelson Bowman III

Create spaces to discuss issues of race
and culture
• Build trust through face-to-face communications
• R
 esearch, recognize, and respect cultural
traditions, and have transparent conversations
• C
 reate valuable fundraising leadership roles that
are reflective of your alumni
Understand what motivates alumni of
color to give. For example, research
suggests that:
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• A
 frican Americans are more likely to respond to
appeals tied to racial uplift
• A
 sian/Pacific Islanders prefer to make gifts in
memory of lost loved ones
• L atinos often support programs that address
barriers to Latino educational engagement
• N
 ative Americans often view giving as an
extension of honor, and tie it to preserving the
future generation of Native people
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Understand four top reasons your
alumni may not have given in the past.
Alumni report that:
• They are not asked to give in a manner that is
respectful of their culture
• N
 egative experiences they had while they were
students remain unaddressed

• T
 hey are frustrated with the use of merit aid over
need-based aid
• F
 undraisers are not transparent enough about
where the money is going
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Make the Ask!

• View

alumni of color as givers and as valuable
alumni
• T
 ailor your requests to the unique giving
traditions of alumni of color
• P
 rovide concrete giving opportunities, such as
scholarships, diversity initiatives, faculty diversity
efforts, and cultural centers
Remember…
“Community is more important than the individual
… Alumni of color are interested in learning
about your institution’s commitment to uplifting
the next generation and how you are making the
experiences of students of color more meaningful.“
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Marybeth Gasman is professor of higher education in the Graduate School of Education
at the University of Pennsylvania. She writes extensively on fundraising and philanthropy.
Nelson Bowman III is Executive Director of Development at Prairie View A&M University.
He writes about fundraising and philanthropy in communities of color.
In their most recent book, Engaging Diverse College Alumni: The Essential Guide to Fundraising
(Routledge, 2013), Gasman and Bowman consider the substantial impact that changing
demographics are having on college and university fundraising. They argue that in order to
continue garnering funds and supporting their higher education institutions, development
offices and individual fundraisers need to learn more about alumni of color. To help move
fundraising staff away from a “one size fits all” approach, Engaging Diverse College Alumni
provides a comprehensive overview of philanthropy in diverse cultures, offering concrete
suggestions for engaging these populations.
www.gse.upenn.edu

